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ABSTRACT
The next phase of human genomics will involve large-scale screens of populations for significant DNA polymorphisms, notably single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Dense human
SNP maps are currently under construction. However, the utility of those maps and screens
will be limited by the fact that humans are diploid and it is presently dif cult to get separate
data on the two “copies.” Hence, genotype (blended) SNP data will be collected, and the
desired haplotype (partitioned) data must then be (partially) inferred. A particular nondeterministic inference algorithm was proposed and studied by Clark (1990) and extensively
used by Clark et al. (1998). In this paper, we more closely examine that inference method
and the question of whether we can obtain an ef cient, deterministic variant to optimize the
obtained inferences. We show that the problem is NP-hard and, in fact, Max-SNP complete;
that the reduction creates problem instances conforming to a severe restriction believed to
hold in real data (Clark, 1990); and that even if we  rst use a natural exponential-time
operation, the remaining optimization problem is NP-hard. However, we also develop, implement, and test an approach based on that operation and (integer) linear programming.
The approach works quickly and correctly on simulated data.
Key words: haplotype inference, integer programming, genetic screens, SNPs, algorithms.

1. INTRODUCTION TO SNPS AND HAPLOTYPES

T

he next phase of human genomics efforts will involve large-scale screens of human populations
for signi cant DNA polymorphisms. The polymorphisms of greatest current interest are SNPs, single
nucleotide polymorphisms, i.e., single nucleotide sites where at least two (of four) different nucleotides
occur in a large percentage of the population. There is great hope that SNP-based screens will help identify
the genetic elements of many complex diseases (diseases affected by more than a single gene). Recently,
ten of the largest pharmaceutical companies, along with several academic partners, have entered into a
consortium to collectively  nd and release a map of 300,000 SNP sites in humans, at an estimated cost
of forty- ve million dollars. NIH has put thirty million dollars into a different program to  nd 100,000
human SNP sites (Marshall, 1999; Russo and Smaglik, 1999).
Once a dense SNP map is known, polymorphism screens in a population can be carried out to try to  nd
genes related to disease susceptibility and drug response. There are several ways that dense SNP maps can
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be used to locate genes. In association mapping (Risch and Merikangas, 1996), a polymorphism state that
is correlated with the occurrence of a particular disease (or other phenotype) in the population suggests
that the causal agent of the disease (gene, regulatory region, or aberration, such as a long triplet repeat) is
located near the polymorphism site. In the older pedigree analysis, it is the conservation of polymorphism
state (and not any speci c state) between certain relatives that indicates a polymorphism site close to the
causal agent. In either of these (and other) methods, the next step is to obtain detailed information (mostly
DNA sequence data) in the region around the located SNP sites from the individuals in the study, both
those affected and unaffected by the disease of interest. Signi cant differences between the affected and
unaffected individuals identify candidate causal agents.
In diploid organisms, there are two (not completely identical) “copies” of each chromosome and hence
of each region of interest. A description of the data from a single region is called a haplotype, while
a description of the con ated data on the two regions is called a genotype. In complex diseases (those
affected by more than a single gene) it is much more informative to have haplotype data (identifying a
set of gene alleles inherited together) than to have only genotype data. However, because polymorphism
screens will be conducted on large populations, it is not feasible to examine the two regions separately,
and genotype data rather than haplotype data is usually obtained.
Various methods can be used to try to infer (partial) haplotype information from genotype data. One such
inference method was proposed and studied by A. Clark (1990) before the current interest in SNPs, but
has been extensively used in the  rst large-scale study of haplotypes inferred from SNP data (Clark et al.,
1998; Nickerson et al., 1998) and more recently in additional studies of haplotype variation (Fullerton
et al., 2000). There is great interest in the results of these  rst SNP/haplotype studies because of the great
hope, and doubt, that SNPs can be used to make association mapping practical in identifying genes related
to complex diseases (Chakravarti, 1998; Terwillinger and Weiss, 1998; Hagmann, 1999).

2. INTRODUCTION TO THE ALGORITHMIC ISSUES
In this paper, we examine more deeply the algorithmic issues raised by Clark’s method to infer haplotypes
from SNP data. In short, in Clark’s method, data from m sites (SNPs) in n individuals is collected, where
each site can have one of two states (alleles). For simplicity of description, assume the m sites are all
on a single chromosome. For each individual, we would ideally like to describe the states of the m sites
on each of the two chromosome copies separately, i.e., the haplotype. Determining the two haplotypes
is also called “determining the linkage phase.” However, experimentally determining the haplotype pair
is technically dif cult or expensive. Instead, the screen will learn the 2m states (the genotype) possessed
by the individual, without learning the two desired haplotypes for that individual. Hence, data from an
individual with h hetrozygous sites (where both states are present) would be consistent with any of 2h¡1
haplotype pairs.
A particular (nondeterministic) algorithm was suggested by Clark (1999) to try to infer a set of 2n
haplotype pairs from n individuals screened as described above. Recently, the algorithm was extensively
used in the  rst large-scale study to infer haplotypes from sequence variation data in humans (Clark et al.,
1998). Tested on simulated genomic data, the solution (set of haplotype pairs) created by an execution of
the algorithm is said to fail if it infers a haplotype not used to create the simulated data (this is called an
“anomalous match”), or it terminates without suggesting haplotypes for some of the input genotypes (each
such unresolved genotype is called an “orphan”). But the simulation described by Clark (1990) showed that
in no case was a solution that obtained anomalous matches the solution with the fewest orphans. This
empirically demonstrates a parsimony rule that the solution with the fewest orphans is the valid solution and
suggests that when a solution resolves all haplotypes, it is likely to be unique (Clark, 1990).

We call this the maximum-resolution hypothesis.
Hence the major open algorithmic question from Clark (1990) is whether ef cient rules exist to break
choices in the execution of the algorithm so as to minimize the number of resulting orphans or (equivalently)
maximize the number of resolutions.
In this paper we formalize the above problem, calling it the maximum resolution (MR) problem, and
study the problem in detail. We  rst show that the MR problem is NP-hard and, in fact, Max-SNP complete.
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The reduction will also show that two variants of the MR problem are NP-hard. We next reformulate the
MR problem as a problem on directed graphs, with an exponential time (worst case) reduction. The appeal
of the reformulation is the expectation that the reduction will be ef cient on typical problem instances
and that the resulting graph problems can be ef ciently solved in practice. In fact, we initially hoped
that the graph problem could be solved ef ciently in a worst-case sense by well-developed combinatorial
optimization methods. However, we show that the purely graph-theoretic problem is also NP-hard, so
that even if the reduction took no time, this approach to the maximum resolution problem would not
avoid an NP-hard problem. Nevertheless, this is the approach we take in practice, formulating an integer
linear-programming solution to the graph-theoretic problem. We discuss ef cient implementation of the
reduction from genomic data to the (integer) linear program. Experiments with this approach suggest that
the reduction is very ef cient in practice and that linear programming alone (without explicit reference to
integrality) often suf ces to solve the maximum resolution problem. Finally, we discuss a use of linear
programming to assess how well any algorithm based on the maximum-resolution hypothesis can make
correct resolutions.

3. FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF THE MAXIMUM RESOLUTION PROBLEM
Abstractly, input to the MR problem consists of n vectors, each of length m, where each value in the
vector is either 0, 1, or 2. Each position in a vector is associated with a site of interest on the chromosome.
The state of any site on the chromosome is either 0 and 1. The associated position in the vector has a
value of 0 or 1 if the chromosome site has that state on both copies (it is a homozygous site), and it has
a value of 2 if both states are present (it is a hetrozygous site). A position is considered “resolved” if
it contains 0 or 1, and “ambiguous” if it contains a 2. A vector with no ambiguous positions is called
“resolved,” and otherwise is called “ambiguous.” We can assume that any ambiguous vector contains at
least two ambiguous positions, since a vector with only one ambiguous site has a forced haplotype pair.
Given two nonidentical resolved vectors R and NR, the con ation of R and NR produces the ambiguous
vector A, with entry 0 (respectively 1) at each site where both R and NR have 0 (respectively 1) entries,
and with entry 2 at each site where the entries of R and NR differ.
The paper of Clark (1990) proposed the following rule that infers a new resolved vector NR (or haplotype)
from an ambiguous vector A and an already resolved vector R. The resolved vector R can either be one
of the input resolved vectors, or a resolved vector inferred by an earlier application of the inference
rule.
Inference Rule: Suppose A is an ambiguous vector with h, say, ambiguous positions, and R is a known
resolved vector which equals one of the 2h potential resolutions of vector A (where each of the ambiguous
positions in A is set to either 0 or 1). Then infer that A is the con ation of one copy of resolved vector R
and another (uniquely determined) resolved vector NR. All the resolved positions of A are set the same in
NR, and all of the ambiguous positions in A are set in NR to the opposite of the entry in R. Once inferred,
vector NR is added to the set of known resolved vectors, and vector A is removed from the vector set.

For example, if A is 0212 and R is 0110, then NR is 0011. The interpretation is that if the two haplotypes
in a screened individual are 0110 and 0011, then the observed genotype would be 0212. The inference rule
resolves the vector 0212 using the belief that 0110 is a haplotype in the population inferring that 0011 is
also a haplotype in the population.
When the inference rule can be used to infer the vector NR from the vectors A and R, we say that R
can be applied to (resolve) A. It is easy to determine if a resolved vector R can be applied to resolve an
ambiguous vector A: R can be applied to A if and only if A contains no resolved position s such that the
values of A and R differ at position s. A resolved position s in A whose value does differ from that in R
is said to block the application of R to A. For example, 0110 cannot be applied to 2012 because position
two (from the left) blocks the application.
Clark’s inference rule is justi ed by Clark (1990) by arguments from theoretical population genetics
and by simulations and is also commonly employed in other haplotyping methods used in similar problem
settings (Schaffer, 1999). Clark proposed an algorithm that applies the inference rule in a sequential, local
manner, searching for an application of the rule and immediately applying the rule whenever an application
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is found. Input to the algorithm must contain some resolved vectors or vectors with only one ambiguous
site (the two haplotypes of the latter vectors are forced).
Note that in such a local approach, there may be choices for vectors A and R, and since A is removed
once it is resolved, a choice that is made at one point can constrain future choices. Hence, one series of
choices might resolve all the ambiguous vectors in one way, while another execution, making different
choices, might resolve the vectors in a different way or leave orphans, ambiguous vectors that cannot be
resolved. For example, consider a problem instance consisting of two resolved vectors, 0000 and 1000,
and two ambiguous vectors, 2200 and 1122. Vector 2200 can be resolved by applying 0000, creating the
new resolved vector 1100, which can then be applied to resolve 1122. That execution resolves both of the
ambiguous vectors and ends with the resolved vector set 0000, 1000, 1100, and 1111. But 2200 can also
be resolved by applying 1000, creating 0100. At that point, none of the three resolved vectors, 0000, 1000,
or 0100, can be applied to resolve the orphan vector 1122.
The problem of choices is addressed by Clark (1990) by using an implementation of the method where
the choices are affected by the ordering of the data. For any input, the data is reordered several times, the
method is rerun for each ordering, and the “best” solution over those executions is reported. Of course,
only a tiny fraction of all the possible data orderings can be tried. We will refer to this as the local inference
method.
Without additional biological insight, one cannot know which execution (or data ordering) gives the
solution that is nearest to the truth. However, simulations discussed by Clark (1990) show that the local
inference method tends to produce anomalous vectors only when the execution also ends with remaining
orphans. It is thus conjectured by Clark (1990) that when all the vectors can be resolved, the solution
is unique and correct. Therefore, the absence of orphans can be used as an indication that the correct
haplotypes have been inferred. This leads to the following problem.
Maximum Resolution (MR) Problem.1 Given a set of vectors (some ambiguous and some resolved),
what is the maximum number of ambiguous vectors that can be resolved by successive application of
Clark’s inference rule?
Stated differently, given a set of vectors, what execution of the local inference method maximizes the
number of ambiguous vectors that are resolved? An algorithm to solve this problem needs to take a more
global view of the data than does the local inference method to see how each possible application of
the inference rule in uences choices later on. Unfortunately, we will  rst show that the MR problem is
NP-hard and Max-SNP-complete.

4. THE MR PROBLEM IS NP-HARD
In this section we  rst show that the MR Problem is NP-hard and Max-SNP complete. The reduction
generates problem instances that conform to a very severe restriction asserted to hold in real data (Clark,
1990). The reduction will also establish that even if a natural but exponential-time operation were allowed
for free, the remaining MR Problem (called the MRG problem) remains NP-hard.2

1 When applied to SNP data, the problem can be called the “Max-SNP Completion problem.”
2 Rob Irving and Paula Bonizzoni each independently found a simpler reduction to show that the MR Problem is

NP-hard, reducing from the exact 3-cover problem. However, those reductions do not show the problem is Max-SNP
complete, and they do not show that the UEMR and UMR problems are NP-hard; i.e., the reductions do not construct
problem instances with the unique expression property (these are discussed in the next section). They also do not
extend to show that the MRG problem is NP-hard. The last result is of central concern because we propose to solve
the MR problem in practice by casting it (in exponential time) as an instance of the MRG problem. Hence, we present
the more complex reduction in this paper.
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4.1. The reduction
We show that the MR problem is NP-hard by reducing the satis ability problem to the MR problem.
Input to the problem is a Boolean formula F with c clauses containing v variables3 X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xv . We
assume that no clause contains both a literal and its negation since any such clause can be removed from F .
We similarly assume that no two clauses contain exactly the same set of literals. The constructed instance
of the MR problem is called V .F / and will contain three sets of vectors. The  rst set, called the truth
set, contains two resolved vectors, denoted Ti and Fi , for each variable Xi in F. The next set, called the
selector set, contains one ambiguous vector, denoted Si , for each variable Xi in F . The third set, called
the clause set, contains one ambiguous vector, denoted Ck , for each clause k in F .
4.1.1. High level idea. The high level idea is to construct the vectors of V .F / so that, for every i
from one to v, either of the (resolved) truth vectors Ti and Fi can be applied to resolve the selector vector
Si , but no other vector can resolve Si . The vector resolving Si determines the truth setting for variable
Xi in the natural way. Further, the vectors of V .F / have the property that if Ti is applied to resolve Si ,
creating resolved vector NR, then NR can be applied to resolve a clause vector Ck if and only if the literal
xi appears in clause k of F . Similarly, if Fi is applied to resolve Si , creating NR, then NR can be applied
to Ck if and only if the literal xi appears in clause k. So a series of applications of the inference rule that
resolve all the clause vectors determines a way to make the formula F true. Conversely, a way to make
F true determines a series of applications that resolve all the clause vectors. Of course, there are many
details needed to make the construction work.
4.1.2. Detailed constructions. Each vector in V .F / has 3v C c C 1 positions. We name blocks of
positions in order to make the details of the reduction more intuitive. The  rst v positions are called the
“variable identi er” positions; the next 2v positions are called the “literal” positions; the next c positions
are called the “clause membership” positions; and the last position is called the “clause blocker” position.
The truth set contains 2v vectors and consists of two resolved vectors, Ti and Fi , for each variable
Xi in F . In both vectors Ti and Fi , the  rst v positions (the variable identi er positions) are set to zero,
except for position i which is set to one. The next 2v positions (the literal positions) are set to zero in all
vectors of the truth set. The next c positions (the clause membership positions) of Ti and Fi are associated
with the c clauses of F , and their values are determined by the clauses in which literals xi and xi appear.
For k from 1 to c, position 3v C k is set to one in Ti and to zero in Fi , if xi appears in clause Ck . (Recall
that no clause contains both a literal and its negation.) Symmetrically, position 3v C k is set to zero in Ti
and to one in Fi , if xi appears in clause Ck . If neither xi nor xi appear in Ck , then position 3v C k is set
to one in both Ti and Fi . Position 3v C c C 1, the clause blocker position, is set to zero in each vector in
the truth set. For an example, see Table 1.
The selector set contains v ambiguous vectors Si , one for each variable Xi in F . The  rst v positions
of Si are set to zero, except for position i which is set to one. As in the truth vectors, the next 2v positions
are all set to zero. For every k from 1 to c, position 3v C k of Sk is set to one if neither literal xi nor
xi appear in Ck ; otherwise it is set to two. The last position (the clause blocker) in every vector in the
selector set is set to two. See Table 2.
Lemma 4.1. For any i, either of the vectors Ti and Fi can be applied to resolve Si , but neither can
be applied to resolve any other selector vector.
Proof. Neither Ti nor Fi can be applied to resolve Sj , for j 6D i, because both Ti and Fi have a zero
in position j , while vector Sj has a one in that position.

3 In this reduction, the distinction between a “variable” and a “literal” is crucial. To emphasize the distinction, we
write variables in upper case and literals in lower case. A variable, Xi , for example, appears in a clause as a “literal,”
either unnegated (hence appearing as xi ) or negated (appearing as xi ). A clause that contains the literal xi and another
clause that contains the literal xi have the variable Xi in common.
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Table 1. The Truth Set of Vectors for the Formula
F D .x2 _ x3 _ x4 / ^ .x1 _ x2 _ x4 / ^ .x1 _ x3 /a

X1
X2
X3
X4
x1
x1
x2
x2
x3
x3
x4
x4
C1
C2
C3
CB

T1

F1

T2

F2

T3

F3

T4

F4

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

a The rows are separated into four blocks: the variable identi er positions, the literal
positions, the clause membership positions, and the clause blocker position. Each row,
other than the clause blocker row, is associated with a variable, a literal, or a clause,
written at the left. The name of each vector is written above it.

Now we show that either of Ti or Fi can be applied to Si . In the  rst 3v positions, Si , Ti , and Fi all
have zero entries in all positions except for position i, where the three vectors all have a one. Hence,
none of the  rst 3v positions block the application of either Ti or Fi to Si . In the next c positions, all
values of Si are either one or two. A position where Si has value two does not block the application
of any resolved vector to Si , so we need only consider positions in that range where Si has a one. A
position 3v C k of Si is set to one if and only if neither xi nor xi appears in Ck . However, that is exactly
Table 2. The Selector Set of Vectors for the
Formula F with Each Vector in this Set
Named by a Variable in F

X1
X2
X3
X4
x1
x1
x2
x2
x3
x3
x4
x4
C1
C2
C3
CB

X1

X2

X3

X4

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
2

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
2

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
2
2

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
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the condition for setting position 3v C k of Ti and Fi to one. Hence, none of these positions block the
application of either Ti or Fi to Si . The last position in Si is set to two, again not blocking any application.
Since no position in Si blocks the application of either Ti or Fi , either of these vectors can be applied to
resolve Si .
Corollary 4.1. In any series of applications of the inference rule, for every i from one to v, at most
one of the vectors Ti or Fi can be applied to resolve any selector vector.
Corollary 4.2. By interpreting the application of Ti to Si as setting variable Xi true, and an application
of Fi to Si as setting variable Xi false, applications of the inference rule that resolve all the selector
vectors determine a consistent setting of the variables of F . Conversely, any setting of all the variables of
F determines applications of the inference rule that resolve all the selector vectors of V .F /.
Lemma 4.2. For any i and j 6 D i, if the resolved vector NR is created by resolving Si , then NR cannot
be applied to resolve any selector vector Sj . Hence, NR can only be applied (if at all) to resolve some
clause vectors.
Proof. Vector Si has a zero in position j , so NR must also. But Sj has a one in that position, so
position j blocks the application of NR to Sj .
The clause set contains c ambiguous vectors, C1 ; : : : ; Cc , one for each clause in F . For any k, the  rst
v positions of vector Ck are set to zero, except for any positions i such that either xi or xi appears in
clause k; those positions are set to two. The next 2v positions of Ck are set to zero except for any position
v C 2i ¡ 1 where xi appears in clause k, and any position v C 2i where xi appears in clause k; those
positions are also set to two.
For each r from 1 to c, position 3v C r of Ck is set to zero if and only if r D k. For r 6D k, position
3v C r is set to two if and only if clauses k and r contain a variable (not necessarily the same literal) in
common; otherwise, position 3v C r is set to one. For example, the clauses (x1 _ x2 ) and (x1 _ x3 ) contain
the variable X1 in common, even though they do not contain any literal in common. The clause blocker
position of every clause vector is set to one. See Table 3.

Table 3.

X1
X2
X3
X4
x1
x1
x2
x2
x3
x3
x4
x4
C1
C2
C3
CB

The Clause Set of Vectors
for the Formula F
C1

C2

C3

0
2
2
2
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
2
0
2
2
1

2
2
0
2
2
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
2
0
2
1

2
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
2
0
1
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Lemma 4.3. No truth vector can be applied to resolve a clause vector.
Proof. The clause blocker is set to one in each truth vector but is set to zero in each clause vector.
Hence, it blocks the application of any truth vector to resolve any clause vector.
Lemma 4.4. Let NR be a resolved vector created by applying the truth vector Ti (respectively, Fi )
to resolve the vector Si . Then NR contains a zero in position 3v C k if and only if xi (respectively, xi )
appears in clause k.
Proof. By construction, position 3v C k of Si is set to either a one or a two. Hence, the only way for
NR to have a zero in that position is for Si to have a two in that position and for the resolving vector Ti
(respectively Fi ) to have a one in that position. But, by the construction rules for Si , Ti , and Fi , those two
conditions can happen if and only if xi (respectively xi ) appears in clause k.
Lemma 4.5. Let NR be a resolved vector created by applying the truth vector Ti (respectively, Fi ) to
resolve the vector Si . Then NR can be applied to resolve the clause vector Ck if and only if the literal xi
(respectively, xi ) appears in clause k.
Proof. Suppose NR can be applied to Ck . Position 3k C k of Ck is set to zero by construction, so
that position must be set to zero in NR as well. But by Lemma 4.4, that can only happen if the literal xi
(respectively xi ) appears in clause k.
Now suppose NR was created by applying Ti (respectively, Fi ) to Si , and that xi (respectively, xi )
appears in clause k. None of the  rst v positions of Ck will block the application of NR because those
positions are set to two, except for any position j where neither xj nor xj is contained in clause k. Those
positions are set to zero in Ck . But they are also set to zero in Si , Ti , and Fi , so they will be set to zero
in NR. None of the next 2v positions of Ck will block application of NR because these positions are all
set to zero or two, while all those positions are set to zero in Si , Ti , and Fi , and hence are all set to zero
in NR.
Position 3v C k of Ck is set to zero, and since xi (respectively, xi ) is in clause k, Lemma 4.4 establishes
that position 3v C k of NR will also be set to zero. Hence, that position does not block. The positions in
Ck set to two cannot block. Only the positions set to one in Ck can block the application of NR to Ck .
Let 3v C r be such a position. By construction, that position in Ck is set to one if and only if r 6 D k and
clauses r and k have no variables in common. But xi (respectively, xi ) is contained in clause k, so neither
it nor xi is contained in clause r. Therefore, position 3v C r is set to one in each of Si , Ti , and Fi , and
hence that position is set to one in NR as well. So position 3v C r does not block the application of NR
to Ck .
Finally, note that the clause blocker position of NR is set to one (since it is set to two in Si and to zero
in Ti and Fi ). The clause blocker position of Ck is set to one, hence it does not block the application of
NR to Ck .
Since no position in Ck blocks the application of NR to Ck , NR can be applied to resolve Ck .
Lemma 4.6. Let NR be a resolved vector created by resolving a clause vector Ck . Then NR cannot
be applied to resolve any clause or selector vector.
Proof. There are 2v clause membership positions in each vector, and each position corresponds to
exactly one literal in F. In each truth and selector vector, the clause membership positions are set to zero.
In each clause vector Ck , the positions are set to zero except for those positions corresponding to literals
appearing in clause k; those are set to two. Consequently, the resolved vector NR will have a zero in
all clause membership positions except for the positions where Ck has a two. In each of those positions,
NR will have a one. Since each selector vector has only zeros in the clause membership positions, NR
cannot be applied to any selector vector. Since no two clauses contain exactly the same set of literals (by
assumption), for any j 6D k, there will be some clause membership position in NR that is set to one, but
set to zero in Cj .
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Given F , the constructed set of vectors is called V .F /.
Theorem 4.1. There is solution to the MR problem on input V .F / that resolves all the vectors if and
only if formula F can be satis ed. Hence, the MR problem is NP-hard.
Proof. The proof of the “only if” direction has been laid out in the preceding lemmas. That is, a
solution to the UMR problem on V .F / that resolves all the vectors determines a way to set the variables
of F to make F true. The “if” part is simpler and follows from Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.5.
Note that the vectors in the construction are all distinct. This fact will be used in the next section.
Theorem 4.2. For any k from one to c, there is a way to satisfy k of the clauses of F if and only
if there is a way to resolve k of the clause vectors of V .F /. Hence, the construction also reduces the
MAX-SAT (and MAX-3-SAT) problems to the MR problem.
Note that all the selector vectors get resolved in any optimal solution to an MR problem, so the reduction
from a MAX-3-SAT instance F creates an instance where the optimal solution is v plus the number of
clauses that can be satis ed in F . Note also that in any MAX-3-SAT instance with v variables, at least
v=3 clauses can be satis ed, so the optimal solution to the MR instance is at most four times the number
of clauses that can be satis ed in F , and the following applies.
Theorem 4.3. The MR problem is Max-SNP complete,4 hence there is some  xed limit on the approximation accuracy of every polynomial-time approximation method for the MR problem, unless P D NP.

4.2. How realistic is the reduction?
The relevance of NP-hardness for practical problems (where realistic input to the problem is a proper
subset of all possible input) can be questioned if the proof constructs problem instances that are very unlike
those encountered in practice. It is always conceivable that realistic problem instances have some special
features that allow the problem to be solved ef ciently on that subset of instances. An NP-completeness
reduction that constructs unnatural problem instances still has value, since it establishes that, unless an
algorithm has an ef cient way to screen out those unnatural instances, that algorithm cannot both be
correct and ef cient, unless P D NP. However, the more one can make the reduction construct natural-like
instances, the more one reduces the possibility than an ef cient, correct algorithm exists for natural input.
The reduction presented for the MR problem can be expanded and modi ed to largely agree with gross
features of realistic data, such as percentage of vectors that are homozygous or the percentage of sites
that are homozygous. A seemingly more severe restriction on the permitted construction comes from
the statement by Clark (1990) that the proposed algorithm “is intended to be able to resolve ambiguous
sequences in the situation where there is only one unique pair of true haplotypes that correspond to a given
ambiguous sequencing gel.”5
To formalize that statement, we say that a set of haplotypes (resolved vectors) R has the unique
expression property for a set of ambiguous vectors A if every ambiguous vector in A can be expressed
as the con ation of at most one pair of haplotypes in R. Clark’s statement implies that solutions to
realistic instances of the MR problem should satisfy the unique expression property, since the set of
“true” (but unknown) haplotypes underlying the input genotype data has the unique expression property
for that data. Note that this assertion does not say that there is only one solution to the MR problem on

4 Thanks to Antonio Piccolboni for pointing out that the reduction is an L-reduction (Papadimitriou, 1994), proving
Max-SNP completeness. This result connects the biological SNP to the complexity theory SNP, and should lead to
some good puns. Finding them is left as an open problem. For now, all we say is that the Max-SNP completion
problem is Max-SNP complete.
5 The phrase“ambiguous sequencing gel” refers to the speci cs of how the genotype data is obtained and is abstracted
to “ambiguous vector” in this paper.
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realistic data or trivialize the problem but, rather, puts additional conditions on what a realistic solution
looks like.
Clearly, not all solutions to the MR problem will have the unique expression property, and there are
instances where the best solution to the MR problem resolves all the ambiguous vectors but there is
no solution with the unique expression property that resolves even one ambiguous vector. However, we
will show that the reduction given for the MR problem constructs problem instances where every feasible
solution does have the unique expression property. Hence, the MR problem is NP-hard even when restricted
to problem instances where the solution is required to have the unique expression property. This extends
the relevance of the NP-hardness result. We begin with the following lemma whose proof is immediate
and left to the reader.
Lemma 4.7. Let R and R 0 be resolved vectors and let A be an ambiguous vector. A is the con ation
of R and R 0 if and only if R can be applied to A to produce R 0 and R 0 can be applied to A to produce
R. Further, there is only one resolved vector R 0 such that the con ation of R and R 0 produces A.
Theorem 4.4. Let F be any Boolean formula and let V .F / be the instance of the MR problem
constructed by the reduction in the previous section. Let R be the set of resolved vectors, or haplotypes,
(including the input resolved vectors) returned by some solution to V .F /. Then R has the unique expression
property for the ambiguous vectors in V .F/.
Proof. First, consider a selector vector Si . If Si is resolved in the solution, let NR denote the resolved
vector created by that resolution. (If Si is not resolved in the solution, then omit NR from the following
argument.) Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.6 establish that in any solution to V .F / only the resolved vectors Ti ,
Fi , and NR can be applied to resolve Si . Therefore, by Lemma 4.7 there are only three candidate pairs of
resolved vectors whose con ation could form Si : (Ti ,Fi ), (Ti ,NR), or (Fi ,NR). However, Ti and Fi have a
0 in the clause blocker position, while Si has a 2 there, so the con ation of Ti and Fi cannot be Si . Now
Ti and Fi are not identical since they must differ in some clause membership position. NR is produced
by applying exactly one of the vectors Ti or Fi to Si , say Ti without loss of generality. Lemma 4.7 then
says that Si is not the con ation of the pair (NR,Fi ). Hence, if Si is resolved in the solution, only the pair
(NR,Ti ) con ates to form Si , and the unique expression property holds for all the selector vectors.
Now consider a clause vector Ck and let (R; R 0 ) denote a pair of resolved vectors in the solution whose
con ation forms Ck . If Ck is resolved in the solution, let X denote the resolved vector applied to Ck and
let NR denote the inferred resolved vector. Then (X; NR) is one pair whose con ation forms Ck and it
remains to prove that this is the only such pair. By Lemmas 4.3, 4.5, and 4.6, the only vectors that can be
applied to Ck are the vectors created by resolving a selector vector of a variable contained in Ck (either
negated or not). Call that set of resolved vectors RVk . Hence, either one of R and R 0 is NR and the other
is X, or both R and R 0 are in RVk . The  rst case has already been examined, so we assume the later case
and let S denote the selector vector from which R was created. By Lemma 4.7 (since Ck is the con ation
of R and R 0 ), R 0 can be applied to Ck to produce R. Also by Lemma 4.7 (since R was created from S),
R can be applied to S. But that violates Lemma 4.6. Hence, the unique expression property holds for all
clause vectors.
To summarize, we de ne the unique expression MR (UEMR) problem: Given a set of resolved and
ambiguous vectors,  nd an execution of Clark’s algorithm that maximizes the number of ambiguous vectors
resolved and returns a set of haplotypes with the unique expression property for the given set of ambiguous
vectors.
Clark’s statement is interpreted as the assertion that, on realistic data, a solution to the MR problem
should likely solve the UEMR problem as well. However, this offers no escape from NP-hardness, as
Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 show that the UEMR problem is NP-hard and Max-SNP complete.
Note that algorithms based on applying the inference rule have no mechanism to solve the UEMR
problem explicitly. Rather, they explicitly try to solve the MR problem. However, the desire to solve the
UEMR problem motivates the following variant of the MR problem. The unique MR (UMR) problem:
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 nd an execution of Clark’s method that maximizes the number of ambiguous vectors resolved, under
the constraint that identical vectors in the input must be resolved in the same way, i.e., creating the same
haplotype pair.
The UMR problem lies between the MR problem and the UEMR problem, since identical vectors must
be resolved in the same way by any solution to the UEMR problem. In practice, the UMR problem
reduces to the MR problem after any duplicate vectors are removed, and in this way, any algorithm for
the MR problem can be used to solve the UMR problem. The construction used to prove the NP-hardness
of the MR problem creates distinct vectors; hence, that construction also proves the NP-hardness of the
UMR problem.

5. A GRAPH-THEORETIC VIEW OF THE MR PROBLEM
Given the NP-hardness and Max-SNP completeness of the MR problem, we would like a “heuristic”
method that is likely to perform well in practice. That algorithm might not always  nd the optimal solution
to the MR problem, but it should correctly know when it has actually found the optimal and when it has
not. To do this, we need an algorithm that takes a more global view of the data before deciding where to
apply the inference rule. One approach is to translate the MR problem (via a worst-case exponential-time
reduction) to a graph problem as follows.
We create a directed graph G containing a set of nodes N .A/ for each ambiguous vector A in the
input, and a set of nodes I containing one node for each resolved vector in the input. In detail, for each
ambiguous vector A, with, say, h ambiguous positions, R.A/ is the set of the 2h distinct, resolved vectors
created by setting the ambiguous positions in A (to zero or one) in all possible ways. N .A/ is a set of
2h nodes, each labeled by a distinct vector in R.A/. Note that two nodes (in different N () sets) can have
the same label, but the nodes are distinguished by the ambiguous vector from which they originate. Then
connect a directed edge from any node v to any node v 0 in G if and only v 0 is in a set R.A/ for some
ambiguous vector A (i.e., v 0 is not in I ) and the application of resolved vector labeling v to the ambiguous
vector A would create the resolved vector labeling v 0 .
The application of a resolved vector to an ambiguous vector (if possible) uniquely determines the inferred
resolved vector. Hence, for any ambiguous vector A and any node v in G, there is at most one edge from
v to the set of nodes N .A/. Therefore, any directed tree in G rooted in a node v 2 I speci es a feasible
history of successive applications of the inference rule, starting from node v 2 I . The nonroot nodes
reached in this tree specify the resolved vectors that would be created from ambiguous vectors by this
succession of applications. Therefore, the MR problem can be recast as the following problem on G.
The Maximum Resolution on G (MRG) Problem. Find the largest number of nodes in G that can be
reached by a set of node-disjoint, directed trees, where each tree is rooted at a node in I and where, for
every ambiguous vector A, at most one node in N .A/ is reached.
Despite the exponential worst-case blowup, this formulation of the MR problem is appealing because
the construction of G, in practice, is likely to be ef cient and because, without the last constraint, the
MRG problem is trivial. The construction is ef cient because it can be implemented to avoid enumerating
isolated nodes of G, and the expected number of ambiguous positions in any vector is generally small. In
the raw data reported by Clark (1990), the percentage of sites that are ambiguous is around 0.5% and the
number given by Clark et al. (1998) is even lower. However, once all the sites with no variation in the
study population are removed, the percentage of ambiguous sites per individual falls in a range of 10 to
50% (the average number of variable sites per individual was seventeen in that study).
We initially hoped that the MRG problem would have an ef cient (worst-case) solution and initially
sought one. An ef cient solution to the MRG problem would not contradict the NP-hardness of the MR
problem because of the worst-case exponential cost to reduce MR to MRG. (Similarly, the reduction given
earlier does not establish that the MRG problem is NP-hard.) Unfortunately, the MRG problem is itself
NP-hard, as we will show next. So even if we could construct G for free, the remaining problem is likely
to lack an ef cient worst-case solution.
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Theorem 5.1. The MRG problem is NP-hard.
Proof. The satis ability problem is NP-complete even when each clause is restricted to contain at
most three literals and when each variable appears at most three times in the formula, and (hence) each
literal appears at most twice (Papadimitriou, 1994). This is called the bounded 3-SAT problem. Clearly, the
reduction presented in Section 4.1 works without any modi cation to reduce the bounded 3-SAT problem
to the MR problem.
We next show that, when the formula F satis es the conditions of the bounded 3-SAT problem, every
vector in the resulting vector set V .F / (created by the reduction) contains at most twelve ambiguous
positions. Each selector vector has at most four positions whose value is set to two. One of those is the
clause blocker position, and the other three are in the clause membership block. The number is bounded by
three as no variable is contained no more than three clauses. Similarly, each clause vector Ck has at most
three positions in the variable identi er block and three in the literal block, whose value is two, because
each clause contains at most three literals. There are at most six positions in the clause membership block
of a clause vector Ck that are set to two. This follows because clause k contains at most three variables
and no variable appears in more than three clauses, one of which must be clause k. So for any variable
in clause k, there are at most two other clauses that contain that variable (either negated or unnegated).
Hence, every vector in V .F / contains at most a constant number of ambiguous positions (twelve at most6 ),
independent of the number of number of variables or the number of clauses in F . In this case, the number
of nodes in G is at most a constant multiple of the number of vectors in V .F /. Essentially, we have
detailed a polynomial-time reduction of the bounded 3-SAT problem to the MRG problem, proving that
the MRG problem is NP-hard.

6. SOLVING THE MRG PROBLEM VIA MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
Despite the potential exponential blowup, we approach the MR problem in practice by reducing it to
the MRG problem. The reduction is more ef cient than suggested in the prior description because we do
not  rst enumerate all the nodes in G, but only those nodes that are reachable from some node in I . Let
G denote the graph derived from G where every node that can’t be reached from I has been removed,
along with any incident edges. A naive implementation of the reduction would  rst generate all the nodes,
then consider all node pairs to construct the edges and then remove any nodes not reachable from I . For
simplicity of analysis, imagine that each of n ambiguous vectors have h ambiguous positions. The naive
approach would generate n2h nodes and then consider n2 22h potential edges, using O.m/ time on each
edge. Instead, our implementation constructs G in time proportional to mn2 plus the number of edges in
G. This should be vastly smaller in general than the number of potential edges examined in the naive
implementation, and our empirical tests con rm this.
The MRG problem can be solved (in principal) by formulating it as a problem in mathematical programming. We propose two such formulations. The  rst one exactly captures the MRG problem but involves
nonlinear constraints and hence may be harder to solve in practice. The second formulation is based on
linear (integer) programming and is not exact and hence can fail in theory to  nd the optimal solution.
However, in our tests, the problem that can occur in theory has rarely been observed. Hence, that is the
approach we have concentrated on for practical application.

6.1. An exact formulation
The MRG problem can be formulated by adding simple nonlinear constraints to a network  ow formulation. First, let all the edges in G be given in nite capacity. Then, add a source node and sink node to G;
direct an edge of in nite capacity from the source node to each node in I ; and direct an edge with capacity
one from each node not in I to the sink node. Clearly, a feasible solution to the MRG problem that reaches
q nodes (and hence resolves q ambiguous vectors) de nes a source-sink  ow of value q exactly. However,
the converse does not yet hold, since we have not excluded the possibility of reaching more than one node
6 This number can be reduced to ten at the cost of increasing the length of the vectors.
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in any set N .A/. For that, consider a linear programming formulation (for background see Lawler [1996]
and Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [1982]) of the above network  ow problem, and let xe denote the variable
for the  ow on edge e. Then for every pair of edges e; e0 that enter nodes in some set N .A/, add in the
nonlinear constraint xe xe0 D 0 to the network  ow formulation. An integer solution to this mathematical
program exactly solves the MRG problem. This formulation also has a relationship to polymatriod  ows
that may be useful on simpler problem instances. We believe it is conceptually helpful to have an exact
formulation, but we have not attempted to solve practical instances of the problem with available software
for solving nonlinear programming problems. Instead, we have focused on the following formulation.

6.2. A linear (integer) programming approach to MRG
In practice, we solve the MRG problem by casting it as an integer, linear programming problem. We
create one binary (integer linear programming) variable yv for each node v in G. We create inequalities
so that the variables set to one correspond to nodes that are reached in a solution of the MRG problem
and hence correspond to haplotypes that are inferred by some successive application of the inference rule.
In detail, for each set of nodes N .A/, create the inequality
X
v2N .A/

yv · 1:

These inequalities assure that at most one node in N .A/ will be reached; hence, vector A will be resolved
in at most one way. For each node w not in I , let P .w/ be the set of nodes with an edge directed into w.
That is, a node v is in P .w/ if and only if there is a directed edge in G from v to w. Then, for each node
w2
= I , create the inequality
X
yw ·
yv :
v2P .w/

These are called “predecessor” constraints. These constraints assure that a node w not in I cannot be
reached without reaching at least one node that can act as a predecessor of w, i.e., can lead directly to w.
There is no such constraint for any node in I ; hence, the predecessor constraints try to assure that if yw
is set to one, then there is a path from I to w containing nodes whose corresponding variables are all set
to one. Finally, the objective function is
Maximize

X
yv :
v

It is simple to see that the optimal solution to the MRG problem de nes a feasible solution to this integer
linear program. Conversely, if G is acyclic (contains no directed cycles), then an optimal solution to the
integer linear program gives an optimal solution to the MRG problem. However, when G does contain a
directed cycle, the integer program is not guaranteed to solve the MRG problem.
The problem is that an optimal solution to the integer linear program may set a variable yw to one, but
not set to one all the variables corresponding to nodes on some path from I to w. This can happen in
theory when the variables corresponding to a directed cycle of nodes in G are all set to one, but in every
set of variables corresponding to a path from I to the cycle, at least one variable is set to zero. This has
been observed to happen in simulated data, but very rarely, and is more unlikely than may be initially
thought. First, in the data we have tested, the graphs are often acyclic. Second, variables in a directed cycle
in G cannot all be set to one in the integer linear program unless every node in that cycle is in a different
set N .A/. Finally, even if all variables in a directed cycle in G are set to one, the integer programming
solution solves the MRG problem as long as each of these variables is also on a path from I where all
variables on the path are set to one. That condition is easy to check, as follows. From the set of variables
set to one in the solution, create the induced subgraph of G consisting of I and all nodes whose variables
are set to one. Then, search for a directed, spanning forest in this subgraph, where each tree in the forest
is rooted at a node in I . Since the integer linear program sets to one at most one variable corresponding to
nodes in any set N .A/, any directed spanning forest of this subgraph is an optimal solution to the MRG
problem. Searching for such a forest is trivial, and this is the approach we have built into our program.
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Note that in the integer programming formulation, there are no variables for edges in G. This is done
for the sake of ef ciency, reducing the number of variables in the integer program. Hence, if the integer
programming solution does not solve the MRG problem because no proper spanning forest is found, it is
not possible to add a new inequality that forbids the “offending cycle.” In fact, the best cutting plane to add
may be one that forbids the use of a node that is off the offending cycle. Hence, if cycles are problematic,
the present integer programming formulation cannot be easily extended to handle the problem. In contrast,
an integer programming formulation of the MRB problem that has explicit variables for edges would be
able to employ a cutting-plane approach, if cycles proved to be a problem, but would be a much larger
integer program. Fortunately, in our simulations, the problem of cycles has not been signi cant.
Finally, there is the issue of  nding an optimal solution to the integer linear program. Integer linear
programming is an NP-hard problem, but linear programming, where the variables are allowed to take on
any values between zero and one can be solved very ef ciently in both theory and practice. Hence, the
approach we have taken is to  rst relax the integrality constraints and only restrict each variable to be in
the range [0,1]. The optimal solution to this linear programming relaxation is guaranteed to have a value
that is greater or equal to the optimal value of the integer program, so when the linear program has an
optimal integer solution, it is optimal for the integer program as well. We have written programs (in C)
to ef ciently create the graph G and then to create and optimize the linear program, given a set of input
vectors. A full example is given by Gus eld (2000).

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments were mainly conducted to address two questions. First, does the linear, integer programming
methodology work in practice to ef ciently solve the MRG problem, or do the cycle and nonintegrality
problems discussed above make the approach ineffective? Second, do the solutions improve on the number
of resolutions obtained by the local method? We examined these questions under two sets of data: simulated
genotype data generated without following a population model and data generated following a population
model.
Our  rst experiments use randomly generated genotype data of up to 80 vectors, 20 initially resolved
and 60 ambiguous, each containing 15 sites. In an ambiguous vector, each site is chosen to be ambiguous
with probability one-half. The resulting graphs are up to 300 nodes, but are quite sparse. The optimal
linear program executes in a few seconds and almost always returns an integer optimal. Why integrality
is so often the case is an open question. In the rare case that a fractional solution was returned, an integer
optimal of equal value, or one less, could usually be obtained by  xing a single variable to 1 or 0.
Alternatively, we have used the commercial software package CPLEX, which very ef ciently (faster than
our own software) solves the integer program optimally. As for the potential cycle problem, in hundreds
of trials with randomly generated data, we have never observed a case where the integer program solution
did not also solve the MRG problem. For instances where a large graph is generated, the local inference
method (reordering the data between each execution) needs to be executed 1,000 to 10,000 times in order
to have a reasonable chance of  nding the optimal solution once in those executions. In those instances,
the integer linear programming solution typically resolves 10% to 70% more ambiguous vectors than
does the average of the executions of the local inference method, and runs signi cantly faster than 1,000
executions of that method (using our implementation). These experiments test the methods and programs
under extreme conditions that create more complex (although still sparse) graphs than one would expect
in more realistic data.
To test the programs under more realistic genotype data, we ran a widely used program developed by R.
Hudson (1990) that uses coalescent theory to generate a simulated population of haplotypes. Haplotypes
generated by the program were then randomly paired to create genotype data used as input to the LP and
local inference methods. There are many possible choices of parameter settings, and we picked settings
to generate data we believe is consistent with the data of Clark (1990). The graphs generated under these
conditions are much simpler than in the case of data generated without a population model.
A typical choice of parameter settings generated data consisting of twenty individuals with 60 sites,
averaging 13.5 hetrozygous sites per individual. The resulting graphs have between 35 and 60 nodes
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and an average degree (number of incident edges per node) between 2 and 3. In these simulations, the LP
method (without explicit integrality constraints) always produced an integer optimal solution in one second
or less. However, we have observed a few cases where the solution contains a directed cycle and does
not solve the MRG problem. In about 20% of the datasets produced by the Hudson program, there are no
homozygous vectors or single-site heterozygous vectors, and in these cases, neither the LP nor the local
inference method can be used. In about 10% of the cases, the LP method obtained one more resolution
than did the best of 1,000 executions of the local inference method. In about 60% of the cases, both the
LP method and the best of 1,000 executions of the local inference method resolved all but one of the input
ambiguous vectors. In these cases, the LP method did not outperform the local inference method, but was
still useful because it proved, for each such case, that no execution of the local inference method could
resolve all the ambiguous vectors. In some cases, the maximum number of resolutions were found by the
local inference method in less than 1% of the 1,000 executions. Hence, without use of the LP method,
one might still wonder if some additional execution of the local inference method would resolve all the
ambiguous vectors. In about 10% of the cases, the local inference method resolved all the ambiguous
vectors. In those cases the LP method also resolved all the ambiguous vectors, i.e., gave a noncyclic,
integer solution.

7.1. Checking the maximum-resolution hypotheses
The maximum-resolution hypothesis of Clark (1990) is that the most accurate solutions tend to come
from the executions of the local inference method that resolves the most ambiguous vectors. The strongest
form of this hypothesis is that, when an execution resolves all the ambiguous vectors, it is likely to be the
only way that all the ambiguous vectors can be resolved by an execution of the local inference method.
The logic behind these hypotheses is closely tied to population genetic models and population dynamics,
and therefore a careful test of these hypotheses requires the ability to generate data that are faithful to those
genetic models and dynamics. That is beyond the scope of this paper and will be the subject of further
(collaborative) work. However, we can make some initial observations from the simulations we have done.
For data produced by Hudson’s program, we compared the haplotype pairs produced by the LP method
and executions of the local inference method to the haplotype pairs used to generate the genotypes. We
call a resolution (or haplotype pair) for an ambiguous vector “correct” if it is the same as the original
haplotype pair for that ambiguous vector.
Our  rst observation is a veri cation of the basic maximum-resolution hypothesis. We consistently
observed that the executions with the most correct resolutions were the ones with the most resolutions.
More informatively, the ratio of correct resolutions to total resolutions increases as the total number of
resolutions increases, and the distribution of the number of correct resolutions tends to be more skewed
to the right as the number of resolutions increases. We describe one typical dataset consisting of 20
individuals with 60 sites and an average of 12.6 ambiguous sites per individual.7 In that dataset, there
were 18 ambiguous vectors with more than one heterozygous site, one homozygous vector, and one vector
with only a single heterozygous site. We ran 10,000 executions of the local inference method on that
data. In these executions, 5,170 executions resolved 14 of the 18 ambiguous vectors; the number of correct
resolutions ranged between 2 and 7, with less than 1% of those executions correctly resolving 7 vectors. At
the other extreme, there were 776 executions that resolved 17 of the 18 ambiguous vectors; the number of
correct resolutions ranged between 5 and 11, and almost 6% of those executions resolved 10 or 11 vectors
correctly; less than one percent of those executions resolved 11 correctly. In the executions that resolved 15
and 16 vectors, the range of correct resolutions was 3 to 9 and 4 to 9 respectively, with 3.1% and 2.7% of
the executions obtaining 9 correct resolutions respectively. The LP solution resolved 17 ambiguous vectors
and correctly resolved 9 vectors.
These simulations are consistent with the basic maximum-resolution hypothesis. However, maximumresolution alone is not a suf cient guide to  nding the largest number of correct resolutions because
the distributions of the number of correct resolutions have high variance, even among those executions
that resolve the maximum number of vectors. In the above example, of the 776 executions that resolved
7 The actual parameters for the Hudson program are nsam: 40, nsites: 1000, segsites: 60, 4Nc D r: 0.5.
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17 vectors, there were 6 executions that correctly resolved 11, but also 52 that resolved only 5, with the
median falling between 7 and 8 and the average of 7.4. In general, the number of correct resolutions
returned by the LP method appears to follow the distribution of the number of correct resolutions in the
executions of the local inference method that resolve the maximum number of ambiguous vectors.
So, in order to maximize the number of correct resolutions, it is indeed best to select from those
executions that maximize the total number of resolutions (as the maximum-resolution hypothesis states),
but in order to decide which of those execution(s) to use, one still needs some additional criteria. This is
brie y discussed later.
To further build con dence in the local inference method and hence in the basic maximum-resolution
hypothesis, we made the following computations. For any given set of haplotype pairs produced by Hudson’s program, we modi ed each pair by randomly deciding to  ip, or not, the 0 and 1 value at each
site where the pair differs. This creates a new, randomized, set of haplotype pairs that generate exactly
the same genotype vectors generated from the original pairs. These randomized haplotype pairs are then
used to score each execution of the local inference method. That is, we note how many times the method
produces the associated randomized pair, when it resolves an ambiguous vector.
If the local inference method, which implicitly re ects a population genetic model, is consistent with
the explicit model underlying Hudson’s data-generation program, then the local inference method should
preferentially return original haplotype pairs from the Hudson program, over randomized haplotype pairs.
This behavior was dramatically demonstrated in the simulations we did. In the example discussed above,
out of 10,000 executions of the local inference method, none produced pairs that agreed with more than
three of the randomized haplotype pairs. Of the executions that resolved 17 ambiguous vectors, roughly
15%, 60%, and 25% produced pairs that agreed with one, two, and three randomized pairs, respectively.
Compared to the results for the original haplotype pairs, this is very strong evidence for the consistency
of the local inference method with data of the type generated by Hudson’s program. This implies that the
local inference method should also be consistent with real population data to the extent that the real data
is consistent with the coalescent model underlying Hudson’s program.
As concerns the stronger version of the maximum-resolution hypothesis, the simulations do not support
this hypothesis. It is not uncommon to have datasets where all ambiguous vectors are resolved in every
execution of the local inference method, but with a large number of distinct solutions. However, it does
seem to be true, in datasets where only a small fraction of the 1,000 executions resolve all the ambiguous
vectors, that each of those executions produce the same haplotype pairs and that solution maximizes the
number of correct resolutions.
7.1.1. Secondary criteria. The most effective secondary criterion to use, in order to  nd solutions
with a large number of correct resolutions, is to minimize the number of distinct haplotypes used in the
solution. That is, if we  rst restrict attention to those executions that maximize the number of resolutions
and then, within that group of executions, restrict attention to the ones that use the smallest number of
distinct haplotypes, the quality of the solution greatly improves.
In the above example, among all the solutions that resolved 17 ambiguous vectors, there were solutions
that used 17, 18, and 19 distinct haplotypes. The average number of correct resolutions for solutions using
17 haplotypes was 9.09, with a variance of 0.77. The average correct for solutions using 18 haplotypes
was 7.75, and the variance was 0.92. Finally, the average correct for solutions using 19 haplotypes was
6.60, with a variance of 1.05. The average correct for all solutions resolving 17 vectors is 7.4.
If we do not restrict attention  rst to the solutions that maximize the number of ambiguous vectors, there
is no clear correlation between the number of correct resolutions and the number of distinct haplotypes
used.
Finding effective secondary criteria to help identify the better solutions among the executions of the
local method, and possible executions of the LP method, is an ongoing topic of research. Some results,
based on examination of real data, will be presented by Orzack et al. (in preparation). It is also possible to
modify the LP approach so that it ef ciently  nds a solution that maximizes the number of resolutions and,
within that group, minimizes the number of distinct haplotypes used. Other ef cient integer programming
approaches are possible that  nd assignments of haplotype pairs (without regard to the local inference rule)
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that explain all the ambiguous vectors and minimize the total number of distinct haplotypes used.8 Details
of these new IP methods and their performance on simulated data will be presented in a future paper.
We note a recent publication [21] which interprets Clark’s local inference method as a parsimony method,
i.e. one that tries to minimize the number of distinct haplotypes used to resolve the ambiguous vectors. Our
simulations are not consistent with that interpretation—the executions of Clark’s method return solutions
that vary widely in the number of distinct haplotypes used. In the above example, out of the 10,000
executions, 944 use 14 distinct haplotypes, 4454 use 15, 1342 use 16, 2632 use 17, 365 use 18, and
263 use 19. Thus, to minimize the number of distinct haplotypes used, while maximizing the number of
resolutions obtained by applications of the inference rule, requires an approach different from the local
inference method, as we will detail in a future paper.

7.2. How many correct resolutions can any algorithm make by using the local inference rule?
The LP method described so far is designed to  nd, on a given dataset, the maximum number of
resolutions that can be made by any algorithm that successively applies Clark’s inference rule. But when
simulations start with haplotype data (or true haplotype data is known from laboratory work), the LP
method can be modi ed to  nd the maximum number of correct resolutions that could be made by any
algorithm that uses the inference rule. We call the problem of computing that maximum number the “MC
problem.”
On a given dataset, we solve the MC problem by  rst  nding which, if any, of the LP variables
correspond to an original haplotype for the associated ambiguous vector. Then we include only those
particular variables in the LP objective function. All the LP inequalities are the same as in the LP for the
MRG problem. The optimal solution found by this modi ed LP gives an upper bound on the solution to
the MC problem, and if that solution is integral and cycle-free, then it actually identi es resolutions that
achieve that maximum value.
The ability to solve the MC problem in practice will allow us to determine empirically the ultimate
utility of algorithms based on repeated application of the inference rule. Maybe there are some criteria
other than the maximum-resolution criteria that could guide a future algorithm (based on the inference
rule) to make more correct resolutions. By solving the MC problem, we can empirically determine how
many correct resolutions could ever be made by any such algorithm, even before such an algorithm has
been developed. For example, in the dataset discussed above, where 6 out of 10,000 executions of the
local inference method correctly resolved 11 ambiguous vectors out of 17 total resolutions, the solution to
the MC problem is 11. So no algorithm that uses the inference rule, no matter what criterion is guiding it,
could ever make more than 11 correct resolutions on that dataset. Without this knowledge, since only 6 out
of 10,000 executions found 11 correct resolutions, one might be tempted to propose that better solutions
might be found by running the local inference method many additional times.
The ability to solve the MC problem, in practice, will be of greatest value in (future) simulations
that generate the most realistic population data. Hence, to date, we have only tested this idea in order
to establish that the linear program (without integrality constraints) for the MC problem does generally
produce cycle-free integer solutions, and therefore the approach is practical. We can, however, report that
in our simulations to date the maximum number of correct resolutions that are possible using the inference
rule tends to be about 60% to 80% of the maximum possible number of resolutions. That is, the optimal
solution to the MC problem tends to be about 60 to 80% of the optimal solution to the MRG problem.

8. OPEN PROBLEMS AND FUTURE WORK
We mention two related open complexity problems. It is useful to focus on just one ambiguous vector
given as input and ask if there is a way to resolve it via a series of applications of the inference rule starting

8 This “parsimony” criteria was suggested  rst by Earl Hubbell (personal communication), who also proved that the
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at some resolved vector. Can that problem be solved ef ciently? If so, we would repeat the computation
for each of the ambiguous vectors separately, removing any vector that can’t be resolved and getting a
quick re ection of the quality of the data. A necessary condition for good data is that a large percentage
of the vectors are resolvable in isolation.
Not knowing how to solve the above problem, it again seems desirable, and feasible, to expand each
= I , one seeks a path from some node in I to v that
vector and construct the graph G. Given a node v 2
traverses at most one node in each node set N .A/. Can this path problem on G be solved ef ciently? The
following related problem is known to be NP-complete (Gabow et al., 1976): Given an acyclic, directed
graph, a collection of pairs of nodes, and two speci ed nodes s and t, is there a directed path from s to
t that traverses at most one node in each of the given pairs? The node pairs can be made to be disjoint
(Gabow, personal communication) as noted by Gary and Johnson (1979) (problem GT54), and the sets can
be expanded to be more than pairs. But the graphs used in the reduction are less restricted than the class
of graphs coming from problem MR, so the problem remains open for that restricted class of graphs.
As mentioned earlier, future empirical work will focus on using the most realistic population data, on
using more than the maximum-resolution criteria to identify those executions likely to have the most correct
resolutions, and on ways to incorporate those new criteria into the LP method. The key to this will be the
ability to solve the MC problem in practice. By examining the solutions to the MC problem on that data,
we may be able to develop new criteria for guiding algorithms based on Clark’s inference rule.
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